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LUX INTERNATIONAL
ELECTRONICS AND LIGHTING PRODUCTS

L ux International produces Led lighting solutions for 
indoor, outdoor, pools, saunas: RGB (multicolour) or 

WHITE at 2700K, 4000K, 5000K. Our Led Bars and cir-
cuits are entirely developed and manufactured in Italy by 
our facility located in Brendola, Vicenza, and we use ex-
clusively high quality Led certified IES-LM-80-2008. We 
propose anodized aluminum profiles for indoor of differ-
ent shapes and dimensions, with opaline or satined cov-
er to allow an optimal diffusion of the light. Our range in-
cludes also stainless steel or white PVC profiles with resin 
IP68 for outdoor, pool and sauna lighting. The resin we use 
guarantees the highest reliability IP68 and high resistence 
against chlorine or salt water, atomospheric agents and 
extreme temperatures. We praise exclusive products de-
veloped in house as Dinamic Light, Candle Light and RGB 
Control Unit with 36 colours and 4 cromotherapy. LUX In-
ternational, with a twenty-year experience in the electron-
ics industry, has successfully committed itself to LED light-
ing, in particular for the wellness area, and our wide range 
of products has recently been enriched by two new ele-
ments: Spot LED “100” and Flexi.

SPOT LED “100”
Spot LED “100”, the biggest of the IP68 Spot LED line, 
joins the Spot LED spotlights “1”, “15” and “30”, all made 
of AISI 316 stainless steel, with or without PVC outer cas-
ing. Spot LED “100”, for PAR 56 enclosures, is designed 
for large pools, is fitted with around 100 LEDs and is avail-
able in white, RGB and RGBW versions. Made in an IP68 
PVC case, it’s self-dissipating and it doesn’t need to be im-
mersed in water for cooling. Extremely luminous and with 
reduced consumption, it’s also suitable to satisfy the wide-
spread need to replace old halogen lights with new LED 
lights in existing systems.

FLEXI
Flexi expands the already very extensive “Linear LED” line, 
which includes profiles in aluminum for indoor use, in IP68 

«We design and develop customized solutions, hardware and software 
products for lighting and control systems like control units, remote controls 
and electronic boards. Everything is strictly Made in Italy»
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PVC and profiles resined for high temperatures, all rigor-
ously made with rigid or flexible bars of Lux International’s 
production. Flexi is available in the IP68 PVC version, for 
application in swimming pools, fountains, outdoor, Steam 
room or in the silicone version suitable for high-temper-
ature environments such as saunas, both with white and 
RGB light. Flexible, versatile and extremely bright, suitable 
for any environment and every need, creating a unique at-
mosphere.


